
Our range of perforated (breathable) stretch films are specifically designed to minimise condensation whilst never 
compromising on strength. With unique perforation, maximum airflow can reach your products, allowing them to 
dispel moisture and gases, post-production and during transit.

These films will not only help you to reduce product damages, but also minimise your carbon footprint. This 
includes cutting transportation, cardboard and carton wastage and disposal. The polythene used in our film is 
made with LLDPE containing a verifiable and traceable source of post-consumer plastic waste; it is also 
100% recyclable. 

Ensure optimal freshness and load security at the lowest cost available on the market with ExcelAir PCW.

Our products

Our uniquely engineered perforated film is now greener than ever, 
with 30% post-consumer recycled waste from fully traceable and 
sustainable sources. As a result, ExcelAir PCW is exempt from the 
UK and EU Plastic Packaging Tax, helping to keep your purchase 
costs low and aligned with sustainability commitments.

Whether your products require heat dissipation, moisture release, 
flash freezing, quick cooling, air circulation or off-gassing, our range 
of ExcelAir PCW perforated stretch film is perfect for the job.

If you are experiencing condensation in your loads, this is the
product for you. Air flow can pass through your products with ease, 
allowing your goods to be delivered how you intended them to be.

ExcelAir PCW possesses unmatched strength and load holding, 
providing excellent value for money, perfect presenation and a 
reliable wrap, every single time.

Our high-strength, 
perforated film, for large-
scale packing demands.  
Now includes post-
consumer recycled plastic.

Perforated stretch films

Product Information



Product Key Features

Additional Information

Up to 300% stretch High slip outer layer

Inside tack30% PCW source

Superior clarity

Temperature control Eliminate condensation

Optimal air-flow

Unique perforation allows for a constant air flow,
eliminating condensation build-up within your loadsSuperior aeration

Ideal for vegetables, fruit, flowers, 
plants, dairy

Fast chilling
Ideal for chilled and frozen products, 
ice cream, dairy, meat, fish

Eliminate condensation
Ideal for hot-fill products, carbonated 
drinks, cooked foods


